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Ž .Consider the canonical isomorphism between the Ringel]Hall algebra H L and
q Ž .the positive part U of the Drinfield]Jimbo quantum group U g , where theq
finite dimensional hereditary algebra L and the semisimple Lie algebra g enjoy a
common Dynkin diagram. We get an algorithm to decompose the root vectors into
combinations of monomials of the canonical generators E in the quantum groupi
depending only on the structure of the Auslander]Reiten quiver of L. The
algorithm is deduced by using a similar method as we did in X. Chen and J. Xiao
w x1999, Compositio Math. 117, No. 2, 161]187 , particularly, the derivation defined
there. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
ŽLet g be a symmetrizable Kac]Moody Lie algebra of type D s I,
Ž .. Ž Ž .. w x, , where D s I, , is a Cartan datum in the sense of Lusztig L .
The Cartan datum considered in this paper is nothing but a symmetrizable
generalized Cartan matrix together with its W-invariant scalar product
Ž . w x w x, defined on Z I , where W is the Weyl group and Z I is the lattice
generated by the root system F. The well-known quantized enveloping
Ž . Ž .algebra U g of type D is to be defined as a Q ¤ -algebra with generatorsq
1 The research was supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of China.
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E , F , K , and K , i g I, subject to the relationsi i i yi
K K s 1 s K Ki yi yi i
K K s K Ki j j i
K E s ¤ Ž i , j.E Ki j j i
K F s ¤yŽ i , j.F Ki j j i
K y Ki yi
E F y F E s d .i j j i i j ¤ y ¤i yi
for any i, j g I, where ¤ s ¤ Ž i, j.r2, andi
1yai j 1 y at i j t 1ya yti jy1 E E E s 0Ž .Ý i j it «ts0 i
1yai j 1 y at i j t 1ya yti jy1 F F F s 0Ž .Ý i j it «ts0 i
Ž .i , j i , iŽ .for any i / j in I, where a s 2 , « s .Ž .i j ii , i 2
w xAccording to a result in R5 , for any Cartan datum D and any finite
field k, there exists a finite dimensional hereditary k-algebra L such that
the index set I of isomorphism classes of simple L-modules and the
Ž . w xsymmetric Euler form , defined on Z I give a realization of D. We
denote by P the isomorphism classes of finite dimensional L-modules and
w xfix a representative V g a for any a g P. The Euler form on Z I isa
defined by
² :a , b s dim Hom V , V y dim Ext V , VŽ . Ž .k L a b k L a b
Ž .with V g a , V g b and the symmetric Euler form }, } is given bya b
Ž . ² : ² : w xa , b s a , b q b , a on Z I . It is well known that the symmetric
w xEuler form is well defined on Z I , the Grothendieck group of L.
It is well known that the semisimple Lie algebra g itself cannot be
quantized, but according to Drinfeld and Jimbo, the universal enveloping
Ž .algebra U g of g admits a nontrivial quantization with q as a parameter,
that is, the so-called quantum group or the quantized enveloping algebra
Ž . Ž .U g of g. When q / 1, there is no longer g ; U g . However, accordingq q
w x Ž .to Lusztig L , there is an action of the braid group on U g . It is stillq
qŽ .possible to obtain a family of linearly independent elements of U g byq
applying the braid group action in an admissible order on the generators of
qŽ .U g . Those elements obtained are degenerated into a basis of g alongq
qŽ .q “ 1. So we also call those elements the root ¤ectors of U g .q
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For example, Lusztig has proposed several braid group operators on
Ž .U g . In particular consider for any i g I the operations T defined for theq i
w x Ž .canonical generators E , F , i g I, and K , a g Z I of U g byi i a q
T E s yF KŽ .i i i i
T F s yKy1EŽ .i i i i
r r Ž s. Ž r .T E s y1 ¤ E E EŽ .Ž . Ýi j i i j i
rqssyai j
r Žyr . Ž r . Ž s.T F s y1 ¤ F F FŽ .Ž . Ýi j i i j i
rqssyai j
for i / j g I and
T K s KŽ .i a s ai
w x Ž . Ž .for a g Z I , where s a s a y 2 a , a r a , a a is the reflection trans-i i i i i
Žn. n w xformation corresponding to i g I and E s E r n ! . In this way, thei « i
Žaction of sequences of T , i g I corresponding to a reduced expression ofi
.a Weyl group element , to a generator E gives us a family of linearlyi
qŽ .independent elements in U g . These elements provide a part of the rootq
qŽ .vectors of U g . If D is of finite type they provide a complete set of rootq
qŽ .vectors of U g .q
w xRingel R4 gave an explanation in terms of Ringel]Hall algebra for the
root vectors obtained by the Lusztig's braid group action. He showed that
for preprojective and preinjective indecomposable modules V , the ele-l
Ž .ments u in H L coincide with the corresponding root vectors obtainedl
qŽ . ydim kŽVl.q« Žl.by the Lusztig's operations in U g up to the scalar ¤ . Aq
natural question is how to decompose the root vectors into a linear
qŽ .combinations of monomials of the canonical generators of U g . Ofq
course, the Lusztig braid group action gives us a way to deal with this
problem. However, we cannot preserve the computations in the interior of
qŽ .U g by applying his operation. By using the braid group action on theq
w xexceptional sequences of L-mod in the sense of Crawley]Boevey CB , we
w xhave presented in CX an algorithm to express u as a combination ofl
monomials of u , i g I, for any exceptional module V , l g P.i l
Everybody knows that the Auslander]Reiten quiver is a convenient tool
to visualize the module category of a finite dimensional algebra. Following
w xRingel R4 , we may ask what kind of information about the quantum
qŽ .group U g can be read off from the Auslander]Reiten quiver of L. Weq
will prove in this note that it is extremely useful for dealing with our
question about the decomposition of root vectors.
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Ž .In this paper in 3.7 , we obtain a new algorithm to decompose the root
vectors corresponding to preprojective and preinjective indecomposable
L-modules into a linear combination of monomials of the canonical
qŽ .generators of U g and this algorithm depends only on the structure ofq
the AR-quiver of L. In particular, the algorithm is complete for all the
root vectors in any finite type case, i.e., any case of A , B , C , D , En n n n i
Ž .i s 6, 7, 8 , F , and G .4 2
Most of the material on the representation theory of finite dimensional
w xalgebras can be found in R9 .
2. SOME DERIVATION OF A HALL ALGEBRA
Let L be a finite dimensional hereditary algebra over a finite field k, let
P be the set of isomorphism classes of finite dimensional L-modules, and
let I ; P be the set of isomorphism classes of simple L-modules. We
choose a representative V g a for any a g P. Given L-modules M, N,a
let
² :M , N s dim Hom M , N y dim Ext M , N .Ž . Ž .k L k L
² :Since L is hereditary, M, N depends only on the dimension vectors
² : ² :dim M and dim N. For a , b g P we write a , b s V , V . So the Eulera b
² : w x Ž .form }, } is defined on Z I . The Euler symmetric form }, } is
Ž . ² : ² : w xgiven by a , b s a , b q b , a on Z I .
Ž . 2Let R be a commutative integral domain containing Q ¤ , where ¤ s q,
< < Ž . Ž .q s k , and Q ¤ is the rational function field of ¤ . The Hall algebra H L
 < 4is by definition the free R-module with basis u a g P and multiplica-a
tion given as
u u s ¤ ²a , b : g l uÝa b a b l
lgP
for all a , b g P, where g l is the number of submodules X of V suchab l
that V rX and X lie in the isomorphism classes a and b , respectively. Itl
Ž . w xis easy to verify that H L is an associative N I -graded R-algebra with the
Ž .identity element u . The grading H L s [ H is defined as follows:0 rr g Nw I x
w x  < 4for each r g N I , H is the R-span of the set u l g P, dim V s r .r l l
w xRingel R2, R3 has proved that the elements u , i g I, satisfy thei
quantum Serre relations
1yai j 1 y at i j t 1ya yti jy1 u u u s 0Ž .Ý i j it «ts0 i
Ž . Ž . Ž .for any i / j in I, where a s 2 i, j r i, i , « s dim End V .i j i k i
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Ž . Ž .We denote by C L the R-subalgebra of H L which is generated by u ,i
i g I: it is called the composition algebra of L.
Ž .Let k be the algebraic closure of k. For any n g N, let F n be a
w Ž . x Ž . Ž .subfield of k such that F n : k s n. We define L n s L m F n . Thenk
Ž . Ž .L n is a finite dimensional hereditary F n -algebra corresponding to the
same Cartan datum as that of L. We also have the Hall algebra H sn
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .H L n of L n . Define P s Ł H . Let ¤ s ¤ g P, where ¤n n) 0 n n n n
< <'s F n . Obviously ¤ lies in the center of P and is transcendental overŽ .
Ž Ž .. Ž .the rational field Q. Let u s u n g P satisfy that u n is the elementi i n i
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .of H L n corresponding to V n , where V n is the simple L n -modulei i
Ž .which lies in the class i. The generic composition algebra C D of the
Cartan datum D is defined to be the subring of P generated by the
y1 Ž . qŽ .elements ¤ , ¤ , and u i g I . Let U g be the positive part of thei q
Drinfeld]Jimbo quantum group corresponding to the Cartan datum D. A
fundamental theorem of Green and Ringel concludes that the mapping h:
qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .U g “ C D with h E s u i g I is a bijection of associative alge-q i i
qŽ . Ž .bras. Moreover, if we can extend U g to the Borel part of U g andq q
Ž . Ž .C D to a certain extension C D, T , then h can be extended canonically
Ž w x.to be a bijection of Hopf algebras see Gr, R5, or X .
2.1. DEFINITION. For any a g P, we define maps d and d such thata a
Ž Ž . Ž ..d , d g Hom H L , H L is given bya a R
a ab b²a , b : l ²a , l:y²a , a : ld u s ¤ g u s ¤ g uŽ . Ý Ýa l a b b a b ba al lbgP bgP
a ab b² b , a : l ²l , a :y²a , a : ld u s ¤ g u s ¤ g u ,Ž . Ý Ýa l ba b ba ba al lbgP bgP
respectively, where l, a g P and a is the order of the isomorphism groupl
of V . In particular, for any i g I,l
ab² i , b : ld u s ¤ g uŽ . Ýi l ib balbgP
ab² b , i: ld u s ¤ g u ,Ž . Ýi l b i balbgP
where l g P. It is easily checked that for i, j g I,
d di j i j
d u s sŽ .i j Ž i , i.a ¤ y 1Ž .i
d di j i j
d u s s .Ž .i j Ž i , i.a ¤ y 1Ž .i
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2.2. PROPOSITION. For any i g I and l , l g P, we ha¤e1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž i, l1. Ž .Ž .1 d u u s d u u q ¤ u d ui l l i l l l i l1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž i, l2 . Ž . Ž .2 d u u s ¤ d u u q u d u .i l l i l l l i l1 2 1 2 1 2
w xProof. See Proposition 3.2 of CX .
We call d and d the left and right derivations of the Hall algebrai i
Ž .H L , respectively. In general, if a f I, d and d do not have the samea a
property as d and d in Proposition 2.2. We call d and d the higheri i a a
Ž .order derivations of H L .
We consider the linear maps
f : H L “ Hom H L , H LŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 R
u “ dl l
f : H L “ Hom H L , H LŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 R
u “ d ,l l
where l g P.
Ž . Ž .2.3. PROPOSITION. 1 f is an anti-homomorphism, i.e., f u u s1 1 l l1 2
Ž . Ž .f u f u .1 l 1 l2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 f is a homomorphism, i.e., f u u s f u f u .2 2 l l 2 l 2 l1 2 1 2
w xProof. See Proposition 3.4 of CX .
Ž .2.4. Remark. From Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, if u g C L , thena
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .d C L : C L , d C L : C L . Moreover if u is expressed as aa a a
combination of u , i g I, then d is immediately expressed as the corre-i a
sponding combination of d , i g I. So it is for d by d .i a i
3. MAIN RESULTS
Before we state our main results, the following notation is necessary.
3.1. DEFINITION. An indecomposable L-module is called a brick if its
endomorphism ring is a division ring; in our case, it is a finite field.
An indecomposable L-module V is called exceptional provideda
1Ž .Ext V , V s 0.L a a
Ž w x.An exceptional module is always a brick see R6 . A family of excep-
 < 4 Ž .tional modules V 1 F i F m is called orthogonal if Hom V , V s 0l L l li i j
for all i / j.
Note that indecomposable projective, injective, and simple modules are
always exceptional. Moreover all the indecomposable preprojective and
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preinjective L-modules are exceptional; in particular, all the indecompos-
able L-modules are exceptional if L is of finite type.
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let V be an indecomposable injecti¤e L-module andg
let V be the simple socle of V . Let V rV s [m n V , where V ,b g g b l a als1 l l
1 F l F m, are orthogonal indecomposable injecti¤e L-modules. Then
Ž Ž .. Ž .n s y2 a , b r a , a for 1 F l F m, and we ha¤e in the Hall algebral l l l
Ž .H L ,
n , . . . , n m1 m
n yjj l l« Ža . Žn yj . Žn yj . Ž j . Ž j .l l 1 1 m m m 1m s y1 ¤ u ??? u u u ??? u .Ž . Ž .Ý Łg a a b a a1 m m 1ž /ls1j , . . . , j s01 m
The following proposition is dual to the above.
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let V be an indecomposable projecti¤e L-module andl
let V be the simple top of V . Let rad V s [n m V , where V , 1 F l F n,a l l l b bls1 l l
Ž Žare orthogonal indecomposable projecti¤e L-modules. Then m s y2 a ,l
.. Ž . Ž .b r b , b for 1 F l F n, and we ha¤e in the Hall algebra H L ,l l l
m , . . . , m n1 n
m yii l l« Ž b . Ž i . Ž i . Žm yi . Žm yi .l l 1 n n n 1 1u s y1 ¤ u ??? u u u ??? u .Ž . Ž .Ý Łl b b a b b1 n n 1ž /ls1i , . . . , i s01 n
Ž .3.4. Remark. 1 In Proposition 3.2 we have
m
dim V s n dim V q dim VÝk g l k a k blž /
ls1
if V , . . . , V are all simple injective modules. Thusa a1 m
m
ydim V q « g s y n « a .Ž . Ž .Ýk g l l
ls1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since « g s « b s dim V , « a s dim V , 1 F l F m, thereforek b l k a l
n , . . . , n m1 m
jydim V q« Žg . y« Ža . jlk g l l¤ u s y1 ¤Ž .Ý Łg ž /ls1j , . . . , j s01 m
= uŽn1yj 1. ??? uŽnmyj 1.u uŽ jm. ??? uŽ j1. .a a b a a1 m m 1
This exactly corresponds to the braid group operation TY ??? TY on ua , 1 a , 1 b1 m
Ž w x.in the sense of Lusztig see L, Chap. 37 .
Ž .2 Dually, in Proposition 3.3, the same holds for the action of the
X w xoperators T . These facts were first observed by Ringel in R4 .b , y1i
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let 0 “ V “ [m n V “ V “ 0 be an Auslan-tb l a bls1 l
Ž .der]Reiten sequence and let V , . . . , V be orthogonal exceptional modules.a a1 m
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Ž .Then, in the Hall algebra H L , we ha¤e
n , . . . , n m1 m
Ž .Ž .r n yr n y1l l l l« Ž b . y« Ža .lu s ¤ y1 ¤Ž . Ž .Ý Łtb ž /ls1r , . . . , r s01 m
= d uŽn1yr 1. ??? uŽnmyr m . uŽ r1. ??? uŽ rm . .Ž .b a a a a1 m 1 m
We also have the following proposition which is dual to the above.
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let 0 “ V “ [n m V “ V y1 “ 0 be an Aus-a l b t als1 l
Ž .lander]Reiten sequence and let V , . . . , V be orthogonal exceptional mod-b b1 m
Ž .ules. Then, in the Hall algebra H L , we ha¤e
m , . . . , m n1 n
Ž .Ž .r m yr m y1l l l l« Ža . y« Ž b .ly1u s ¤ y1 ¤Ž . Ž .Ý Łt a ž /ls1r , . . . , r s01 n
= uŽ r1. ??? uŽ rn.d uŽm1yr 1. ??? uŽm nyr n. .Ž .b b a b b1 n 1 n
In fact, we provide an effective algorithm to calculate root vectors,
which is roughly given as follows:
Ž .1 For an indecomposable projective module, if the root vectors
corresponding to the radical of V are known, then we have the formula inl
Proposition 3.3 to express u as a combination of those root vectors andl
those corresponding to the simple top of V .l
Ž .2 For an AR-sequence in the preprojective or preinjective compo-
nent, if the root vectors corresponding to the middle term and to the left
term are known, then we have the formula in Proposition 3.6 to express
the root vector corresponding to the right term as a combination of them.
Propositions 3.2 and 3.5 provide the formulae for the dual situation.
3.7. Remark. To ensure that the corresponding modules in our algo-
rithm satisfy our conditions in 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, and 3.6, we need a hypothesis to
guarantee that the Gabriel quiver of L does not contain a full subquiver of
Ätype A with the orientationny1





Ž .Obviously, any representation-finite L i.e., D is of finite type satisfies
the hypothesis. Moreover, for n ) 3 we can modify the orientation of the
Gabriel quiver of L to avoid this trouble. Our results are still applicable to
the quantum group since the structure of the quantum group is indepen-
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dent of the choice of orientation of L. So the above results are valid for all






ÄIf we concentrate on the affine cases, all but A satisfy the hypothe-ny1
Äsis. Instead of A with the above orientation we consider the cyclicny1












Notice that the path algebra of O is infinite dimensional, but accordingn
w xto Ringel R7 , the nilpotent representation category of O , n G 2, whosen
AR-quiver is a non-homogeneous tube and whose composition algebra still
Äprovides a good framework to realize the quantum group of type A .ny1
Our algorithm using the Auslander]Reiten quiver is more practical than
w xthat which we gave in CX according to the braid group action on
exceptional sequences of L-mod, in particular, in the case of D being of
finite type.
4. SOME KNOWN RESULTS
To prove the property of the derivation in Section 2. The following
formula of Green is necessary.
4.1. PROPOSITION. For any a , b , a , b g P, let1 1
a a a aa b a b1 1l lN s N a , b , a , b s g gŽ . Ý1 1 1 1 a b a b1 1 allgP
N s N a , b , a , b s qy² r , t 1:g a g a1 g b g b1 a a a a .Ž . Ý2 2 1 1 rs rs s t st r s s t1 1 1 1 1 1
r , s , s , t gP1 1
Ž w x.Then N s N see Gr .1 2
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Ž .4.2. Notation. 1 In the quantum group and the Hall algebra, the
notation and equations
¤ s y ¤ys
sy1 sy3 ysq1w xs s s ¤ q ¤ q ??? q¤y1¤ y ¤
s
w x w xs !s rŁ
rs1
w xs !s sr w x w xr ! s y r !
q s y 1
sy1< xs s s q q ??? qq q 1
q y 1
s
< <x xs !s rŁ
rs1
< xs !s s ,r < <x xr ! s y r !
where s and r are natural numbers and 0 F r F s, are often used. There
are the relations
< sy1x w xs s ¤ s
< Ž sŽ sy1..r2x w xs !s ¤ s !
s sr Ž syr .s ¤r r
2 s< < < xif we set q s ¤ . If we assume q s k then is just the number ofr
s w y1 xr-dimensional subspaces of k . For given a polynomial f g Z ¤ , ¤ and
an integer a, we denote by f the polynomial obtained from f by replacinga
¤ by ¤ a.
Ž .2 The formula
s
t stŽ sy1.y1 ¤ s 0 for s ) 0Ž .Ý t
ts0
is often used too.
Ž . Ž t . Žw x . t3 For any exceptional module V , set u s 1r t ! u in thel l « Žl. l
Ž . Ž t .Hall algebra, where « l s dim End V . We have the identity u sk L l l
Ž « Žl.. tŽ ty1.¤ u , wheretl
u s u .tl l[l ??? [l^ ‘ _
t
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Let A, B, X g L-mod. There is a homological formula to calculate the
X w x w xfiltration number g according to Riedtmann Rie and Peng P .A, B
4.3. LEMMA. For any X, A, B g L-mod, we ha¤e
1 < <Ext A , B Aut XŽ . XL LXg s ,A , B < < < <Aut A Aut B Hom A , BŽ .L L L
1Ž . 1Ž .where Ext A, B is the set of all exact sequences in Ext A, B withL X L
middle term isomorphic to X.
Ž w x.The following lemma is well known see, e.g., R8 .
Ž .4.4. LEMMA. 1 Let V be an indecomposable L-module withl
Ž sy t . tdim End V s s and dim rad End V s t. Then a s q y 1 q .k L l k L l l
Ž . t2 Let V , [ s V such that V ‘ V for any i / j. Then a sl l l l l lls1 l i j
s Ž .q a ??? a , where s s Ý s s dim Hom V , V .s l s l i/ j i j k L l l1 1 t t i j
Ž .3 Let V s sV with End V s F, where F is a field. Then a sl r L r l
< Ž . < Ž s ty1. < < w F : k xGL F s Ł d y d , where d s F s q .s 1F t F s
5. SOME LEMMAS
The following lemmas are preliminary for the proofs of our main results.
Let V be an indecomposable injective L-module and let V be theg b
simple socle of V . Let V rV s [m n V , where we assume that V ,g g b l a als1 l l
1 F l F m, are orthogonal indecomposable injective L-modules and n si
Ž Ž .. Ž .y2 a , b r a , a .i i i
5.1. LEMMA. If there exists an exact sequence
m
0 “ V “ V “ n V “ 0[b l a l
ls1
Ž m .then V , V [ [ i V , where V does notlŽn yi , . . . , n yi . l a lŽn yi , . . . , n yi .ls11 1 m m l 1 1 m m
contain direct summands which are isomorphic to V , for 1 F i F m,a i
and there exists a monomorphism V ¤ V . In particular,lŽn yi , . . . , n yi . g1 1 m m
V , V , V , V .lŽn , . . . , n . g lŽ0, . . . , 0. b1 m
Proof. We know that there exists the canonical exact sequence
m
0 “ V “ V “ n V “ 0[b g l a l
ls1
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and V is an injective module. So we have the diagramg
m6 6 6 6







n V 0VV0 [ l agb l
ls1
Ž m . m Ž .which is commutative. We also know that End [ n V s [ M F ,L l a n lls1 ls1l l
where F s End V is a finite field over k. So there exist invertiblel L a l




< < < 0 0h gh s I I ??? I s ,Ž .1 2 1 2 m . . .
I 0m¢ §
0 0
where I is a unit matrix which has the rank n y i for 0 F i F n .j j j j j




0 ker f i V[ l a l
6
ls1
6m66 6 6 6





f Ž < < .gs I I ??? I1 2 m
m66 6 6
V0 V n V 0b g [ l a l
ls1
is commutative, where ker f , [m i V . Thus V , V [l a lŽn yi , . . . , n yi .ls1 l 1 1 m mmŽ .[ i V .l als1 l
The following calculation will be used in the proof of Propositions 3.2
and 3.3. We follow the notations as in 5.1. For convenience, we abbreviate&
Ž . Ž .l n y i , . . . , n y i by l n y i and l n y j y i , . . . , n y j y iŽ .1 1 m m 1 1 1 m m m&
by l n y j y i in this section.Ž .
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By definition
n , . . . , n1 m &
mn Ž . Ž .ŽÝ n ²a , b :. l nyi [ [ i als 1 l l l lls1m &u u s ¤ g u ,Ý Ý mŽ[ n a . b n a , b ml ll lls1 [ Ž Ž . Ž ..l nyi [ [ i al lls1ls1)i , . . . , i s01 m
&& mŽ .l nyi [Ž[ i a .l lls1where ) means that l n y i g ind P and g / 0. Accord-Ž . m[ n a , bl lls1
ing to Lemma 4.3, we also know that
& &
mŽ . Ž . Ž .l nyi [ [ i a l nyil lls1g s g m Ž .m n a , b n y i a , bl l l l l[[ ls1ls1
&and V has a unique simple subobject which is isomorphic to V . SobŽ .l nyi
&
Ž .l nyig s 1.m n a , b[ l lls1
Therefore
n , . . . , n1 m
nŽÝ n ²a , b :.ls 1 l lm &u u s ¤ u .Ý ÝŽ[ n a . b ml lls1 Ž Ž . Ž ..l nyi [ [ i al lls1)i , . . . , i s01 m
More generally, for 0 F j F n , . . . , 0 F j F n , we have1 1 m m
n yj , . . . , n yj1 1 m m
mŽÝ Žn yj .²a , b :.ls 1 l l lm &u u s ¤ u ,Ý ÝŽ[ Žn yj .a . b ml l lls1 Ž Ž . Ž ..l nyjyi [ [ i al lls1))i , . . . , i s01 m
&
where a , a , . . . , a , b and l n y j y i are the same as in Lemma 5.1,Ž .1 2 m &&
lŽ nyjyi.and )) means l n y h y i g ind P and g / 0. SinceŽ . m[ Žn yj yi .a , bl l l lls1
Ž . 1Ž .Hom V , V s 0 for any i / j, 1 F i, j F m, and Ext V , V s 0 forL a a L a ai j i j
all 1 F i, j F m, therefore
u u s u u , 1 F i , j F m.a a a ai j j i
Since any extension of the form
m m
X &0 “ j V “ V “ V [ i V “ 0[ [Ž .l a l nyjyi l al lž /ls1 ls1
is split, then
& mu uŽ Ž[ j a .m l lls1Ž . Ž ..l nyjyi [ [ i al lls1
& &
mm mŽ . : Ž . Ž Ž . .²l nyjyi qÝ i a , Ý j a l nyjyi [ [ i qj als 1 l l ls1 l l l l lls1&s ¤ g
m mŽ . Ž .l nyjyi [ [ i a , [ j al l l lls1 ls1
&
m= u .Ž . Ž Ž . ..Žl nyjyi [ [ i qj al l lls1
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² : ² : ² :We know b , a s b , a s ??? s b , a s 0, so1 2 m
m m&
l n y j y i q i a , j aŽ . Ý Ýl l l l¦ ;
ls1 ls1
m m
s b q n y j a , j aŽ .Ý Ýl l l l l¦ ;
ls1 ls1
m m
² : ² :s j b , a q n y j j a , aŽ .Ý Ýl l l l l l l
ls1 ls1
m
² :s n y j j a , a .Ž .Ý l l l l l
ls1
From Lemma 4.3, we have
m& i q jm m l lŽ . Ž Ž . .l nyjyi [ [ i qj a [ Ž i qj .al l l l l lls1 ls1&g s g s .Łm mm m [ i a , [ j aŽ . Ž . l l l ll nyjyi [ [ i a , [ j a jls 1 ls1l l l lls1 ls1 lls1 Ž .« a l
So
& mu uŽ[ j a .m l lls1Ž Ž . Ž ..l nyjyi [ [ i al lls1
m i q jŽ .j n yj l ll l l« Ža .l &s ¤ u .Ž .Ł mŽ Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyjyi [ [ i qj ajž / l l lls1lls1 Ž .« a1
Then
u m u u mŽ[ Žn yj .a . b Ž[ j a .l l l l lls1 ls1
n yj , . . . , n yj1 1 m m
mŽÝ Žn yj .²a , b :.ls 1 l l l m&s ¤ u uÝ Ý Ž[ j a .m l lls1Ž Ž . Ž ..l nyjyi [ [ i al lls1))i , . . . , i s01 m
n yjm l l i q jŽ .j n yj l ll l lŽn yj .²a , b : « Ža .l l l ls ¤ ¤Ž .Ł Ý jž /ž /lls1 Ž .i s0 « al l
&= uÝ mŽ Ž . Ž Ž Ž ..l nyjyi [ [ i qj al l lls1))
n yjm l l i q jŽ . Ž . i jyn n yj qj n yj l ll ll l l l l l« Ža . « Ža .l ls ¤ ¤Ž . Ž .Ł Ý jž /ž /lls1 Ž .i s0 « al l
&= u ,Ý mŽ Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyjyi [ [ i qj al l lls1))
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&&
l n y j y iŽ .




0 “ V “ n V “ V “ 0[tb l a bl
ls1
Ž .be an Auslander]Reiten sequence. Assume that V ??? V are orthogonala a1 m
exceptional modules and V is a brick. If there exists an exact sequenceb
mf g
0 “ V “ n V “ V “ 0[ l a bl
ls1
then V , V m , where 1 F i F n for any 1 F l F m,lŽ i , . . . , i .[Ž[ i a . l l1 m l lls1
V does not contain direct summands which are isomorphic to V withlŽ i , . . . , i . a1 m l
1 F l F m, and there exists a monomorphism V ¤ V . In particularlŽ i , . . . , i . tb1 m
V , V and V s 0.lŽ0, . . . , 0. tb lŽn , . . . , n .1 m
Proof. Since g is not a split epimorphism, we have the commutative
diagram
m






V b0 n V V 0[t l a bl
ls1





< < 0 0c s I ??? I s ,Ž .1 m . . .
I 0m¢ §
0 0
where I is a unit matrix which has the rank n y i for 1 F l F m. Thel l l
Ž . Ž .morphism a has the form a s a , a , . . . , a , a , where a , a :11 12 m1 m2 l1 l2
Ž . Ž .n y i V [ i V “ V for any 1 F l F m. So g s ac s a , 0, . . . , a , 0l l a l a b 11 m1l l
Ž . mand V , ker g s ker a , . . . , a [ [ i a , where all a , . . . , a are11 m1 l l 11 m1ls1
Ž .nonzero and nonisomorphic. Let V s ker a , . . . , a .lŽ i , . . . , i . 11 m11 m
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5.3. LEMMA. Let V , V and V , 1 F l F m, be the same asb lŽ i , . . . , i . a1 m l
1Ž . 1Ž Ž m ..in Lemma 5.2. So Ext V , V , Ext V , V [ [ i V , andL b tb L b lŽ i , . . . , i . l als11 m l
1Ž .Ext V , V can ob¤iously be seen as End V -modules. We ha¤eL b lŽ i , . . . , i . L b1 m
1Ext V , V : End VŽ .L b tb L b
m
1s Ext V , V [ i V : End V[L b lŽ i , . . . , i . l a L b1 m lž /ž /ls1
1s Ext V , V : End V s 1.Ž .L b lŽ i , . . . , i . L b1 m
Proof. According to the Auslander]Reiten formula, we know that
1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ext V , V , D Hom V , V , where D s Hom }, k . It follows thatL b tb L b b k
w 1Ž . x 1Ž m .Ext V , V : End V s 1. Obviously, we have Ext V , [ i V s 0,L b tb L b L b l als1 l
1Ž . 1Ž Ž m ..so Ext V , V s Ext V , V [ [ i V . On the otherL b lŽ i , . . . , i . L b lŽ i , . . . , i . l als11 m 1 m l
Ž .hand, since Hom V , V s 0, we obtainL b tb
dim Ext1 V , VŽ .k L b lŽ i , . . . , i .1 m
m
1s dim Ext V , V [ i V[k L b lŽ i , . . . , i . l a1 m lž /ž /ls1
² : 1s y b , tb s dim Ext V , V s dim End V .Ž . Ž .k L b tb k L b
Ž .Since V , . . . , V are orthogonal exceptional modules, thereforea a1 m
1Ext V , V : End VŽ .L b tb L b
m
1s Ext V , V [ i V : End V[L b lŽ i , . . . , i . l a L b1 m lž /ž /ls1
1s Ext V , V : End V s 1.Ž .L b lŽ i , . . . , i . L b1 m
5.4. LEMMA. Let 0 “ V “ [m n V “ V “ 0 be an Auslander]Re-tb l a bls1 l
Ž .iten sequence, where n ) 0 for all 1 F l F m and V , . . . , V are orthogo-l a a1 m
nal exceptional modules. Then
Ž .1 V and V are exceptional modules;b tb
Ž . Ž m . Ž m .2 [ V [ V and V [ [ V are partial tilting modules;a b tb als1 ls1l l
Ž . 1Ž .3 Ext V , V s 0.L tb b
Ž . 1Ž .Proof. 1 Assume Ext V , V / 0. Then there exists a nonsplit exactL b b
sequence
0 “ V “ V “ V “ 0.b b
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We have the commutative diagram
6 6 6 6
V0 V V 0b b
6
m
66 6 6 6
V0 n V V 0[tb l a bl
is1
Ž .since the second row is an AR-sequence. Because V , . . . , V area a1 m
Ž .orthogonal exceptional modules, it easily is seen that Hom V , V s 0.L b tb
1Ž .Therefore the second row is split, yielding a contradiction. So Ext V , VL b b
s 0. By the same reasoning, V is also an exceptional module.tb
Ž . Ž .2 Since V , . . . , V are orthogonal exceptional modules, we knowa a1 m
Ž . Ž .that Hom V , V s 0 and Hom V , V s 0 for all 1 F l F m. By theL b a L a tbl l
1Ž . 1Ž .Auslander]Reiten formula, we see that Ext V , V s 0, Ext V , V sL b a L a tbl l
Ž .0 for all 1 F l F m. To prove property 2 , we need to prove
1Ž m m .Ext [ V , [ V s 0. If V belongs to the preprojective or prein-L a a bls1 ls1l l
Ž .jective component, the statement is clear since V , . . . , V belong to aa a1 l
slice. If V is a regular module, the above AR-sequence is in a AR-compo-b
Ž n.nent of type ZA r t . In this case, the AR-sequence has the form‘
0 “ V “ V [ V “ V “ 0,tb a a b1 2
where we can assume V “ V and V “ V are epimorphisms andtb a ta tb1 2
1Ž .V “ V and V “ V are monomorphisms. If Ext V , V / 0, ac-tb a ta tb L a a2 1 1 2
Ž .cording to the Auslander]Reiten formula, Hom V , V / 0; thus weL a ta2 1
have a nonzero map
/0 mono mono6 6 6V V V V ,a ta tb a2 1 2
1Ž . Ž .yielding a contradiction. If Ext V , V / 0, then Hom V , V / 0.L a a L a ta2 1 1 2
We also have a nonzero map
epi epi /06 6 6V V V V ,ta tb a ta2 1 2
a contradiction again. We have the long exact sequences
m
1 1??? “ Ext V , V “ Ext V , V “ 0Ž .[L a a L a bl l lž /ls1
and
m
1 1??? “ Ext V , V “ Ext V , V “ 0.Ž .[L a a L tb al l lž /ls1
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1Ž . 1Ž .So Ext V , V s 0 and Ext V , V s 0 for all 1 F l F m.L a b L tb al l
Ž .3 Using the long exact sequence
m
1 1??? “ Ext V , V “ Ext V , V “ 0Ž .[L tb a L tb blž /ls1
1Ž .we have Ext V , V s 0.L tb b
5.5. PROPOSITION. Let V , V , and V , 1 F l F m, be the same as inb tb a l
Ž .Lemma 5.2. Then in the Hall algebra H L ,
u u y ¤ Ž b , tb .u ub tb tb b
y1y2 « Ž b . « Ž b . y« Ž b .s ¤ ¤ y ¤Ž .
m
nn q1l l.« Ža .Ž « Ža . y« Ža . n nl l l 1 m2= ¤ ¤ y ¤ u ??? u .Ž .Ł ž / a a1 mž /ls1
Proof. By definition u u s ¤ ² b , t , b :Ý g l u . Consider the ho-b tb lg P b , tb l
mological formula in Lemma 4.3,
1Ext V , V aŽ .L b tb lVllg s ,b , tb a a Hom V , VŽ .b tb L b tb
1Ž . 1Ž .where Ext V , V means the set of all exact sequences in Ext V , VL b tb V L b tbl
with middle term isomorphic to V . From Lemma 5.3, we know thatl
w 1Ž . xExt V , V : End V s 1, and End V is a finite field. Thus any non-L b tb L b L b
split exact sequence is equivalent to an exact sequence of the form
m
0 “ V “ n V “ V “ 0.[tb l a bl
ls1
< 1Ž . < 1Ž . < 2 « Ž b .mSo we have Ext V , V s Ext V , V y 1 s ¤ y 1. AlsoL b tb Ž[ n V . L b tbl als1 l
Ž .by the fact that Hom V , V s 0, we getL b tb
¤ 2 « Ž b . y 1 a mŽ . aŽ[ n a . Ž b[tb .l lls1² b , tb : ² b , tb :
mu u s ¤ u q ¤ u .b tb Ž[ n a . Ž b[tb .l lls1a a a ab tb b tb
Ž 2 « Ž b . .It is easy to see a s a s ¤ y 1 andtb b
2²tb , b :a s a a Hom V , V s ¤ a a .Ž .Ž b[tb . b tb tb b b tb
Ž . ²tb , b : b[tb Ž .By Lemma 5.4 3 , u u s ¤ g u . By Lemma 5.4 1 and thetb b tb , b Ž b[tb .
Ž .Auslander]Reiten formula, Hom V , V s 0. So, by the homologi-b tb
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cal formula in Lemma 4.3, it is not difficult to see that u sŽ b[tb .
¤y²tb , b :u u . We also knowtb b
a m s a ??? aŽ[ n a . n a n al l 1 1 m mls1
m
n « Ža . Ž t y1.« Ža .l l l ls q y qŽ .Ł Łž /
ls1 1Ft Fnl l
m
« Ža .Žn qŽn q1.q ? ? ? qŽn qn y1.. « Ža .n y« Ža .nl l l l l l l l ls ¤ ¤ y ¤ ???Ž .ŽŁ
ls1
¤ « Ža l . y ¤y« Ža l . .Ž . .
It is easily seen that
¤y« Ža l .nlŽnly1 .
nlmu s u ??? u and u s uŽ[ n a . n a n a n a al l 1 1 m m l l lls1 w xn !l « Ža .l
Ž w x.see R4 . So
a m u mŽ[ n a . Ž[ n a .l l l lls1 ls1
m
« Ža .Žn qŽn q1.q ? ? ? qŽn qn y1.. y« Ža .n Žn y1.l l l 1 1 l l ls ¤ ¤ŽŁž ls1
nl« Ža . y« Ža . n nl l 1 m= ¤ y ¤ u ??? uŽ . . a a1 m/
m
nn q1l l.« Ža .Ž « Ža . y« Ža . n nl l l 1 m2s ¤ ¤ y ¤ u ??? u .Ž .Ł a a1 mž /ls1
Therefore, we obtain
y1Ž b , tb . y2 « Ž b . « Ž b . y« Ž b .u u y ¤ u u s ¤ ¤ y ¤Ž .b tb tb b
m
nn q1l l.« Ža .Ž « Ža . y« Ža . n nl l l 1 m2= ¤ ¤ y ¤ u ??? u .Ž .Ł a a1 mž /ls1
Ž .5.6. LEMMA. In the Hall algebra H L , we ha¤e
n , . . . , n1 m
y« Ž b .
m md u s ¤ u ,Ž . Ý Ýb Ž[ n a . ŽlŽ j , . . . , j .[Ž[ j a ..l l 1 m l lls1 ls1
)j , . . . , j s01 m
Ž .where b , a , 1 F l F m, and l j , . . . , j are the same as in Lemma 5.2l 1 m
Ž . Ž[mls1 nl a l .and ) means l j , . . . , j g P and g / 0.m1 m b , lŽ j , . . . , j .[Ž[ j a .1 m l lls1
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&
Ž .For convenience, we abbreviate l j , . . . , j by l j below.1 m
Proof. By the definition of the derivation in Section 3, we know that
am m l² b , [ n a :y² b , b : [ n al l l lls1 ls1md u s ¤ g u .Ž . Ýb Ž[ n a . lb , ll lls1 maŽ[ n a .lgP l lls1
By the Auslander]Reiten formula, we obtain
m
1² : ² : ² :b , n a y b , b s b , tb s dim Ext V , VŽ .[ l l k L b tb
ls1
s ydim Hom V , V s y« b .Ž .Ž .k L b b
[mls1 nl a l Ž m .&If g / 0 then V , V [ [ j V by Lemma 5.2. According tol l als1b , l ll j
w 1Ž . xLemma 5.3, Ext V , V : End V s 1 and End V is a finite field. SoL b l L b L b
1Ž .any nonsplit exact sequence in Ext V , V is equivalent to an exactL b l
sequence of the form
m
0 “ V “ n V “ V “ 0.[l l a bl
ls1
By the homological formula in Lemma 4.3 we have
1 « Ž b .Ext V , V mŽ .a q y 1L b l Ž .m [ n al l lls1[ n al lls1g s s s 1;
b , l ma aa Hom V , VŽ .Ž[ n a . bb L b ll lls1
thus
d u m s ¤y« Ž b . u ,Ž . Ýb Ž[ n a . ll lls1
=
where = means l g P and g[mls1 nl a l / 0. According to Lemma 5.2,
b , l
n , . . . , n1 m
y« Ž b .
m &d u s ¤ u .Ž . Ý Ý mb Ž[ n a .l lls1 Ž ..Žl j[ [ j al lls1)j , . . . , j s01 m
More generally, we have the following result.
5.7. LEMMA. For any 0 F i F n , l s 1, . . . , m, we ha¤el l
i , . . . , i1 m
y« Ž b .
m md u s ¤ u ,Ž . Ý Ýb Ž[ i a . ŽlŽn yj , . . . , n yj .[Ž[ Ž i yj .a ..l l 1 1 m m l l lls1 ls1
j , . . . , j s0 @1 m
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Žwhere all notations are the same as in Lemma 5.2 and @ means l n y1
. [mls1 jl a lj , . . . , n y j g P and g / 0.1 m m b , lŽn yj , . . . , n yj .1 1 m m &
Ž .For convenience, we abbreviate l n y j , . . . , n y j by l n y j inŽ .1 1 m m
the following two subsections.
&[
m
ls1 jl a l & m[
m
ls1 i l a lProof. In fact g / 0 if and only if gb , b , [Ž[ Ž i yj .a .l l lls1Ž . Ž .l nyj l nyj
& m[
m
ls1 nl a l/ 0 if and only if g / 0. According to Lemma 5.3,b , [Ž[ Žn yj .a .l l lls1Ž .l nyj &
1w Ž . x ²&we have Ext V , V : End V s 1. Therefore, b , l n y j qŽ .L b L bŽ .l nyj&
m Ž . : ² : Ž .Ý i y j a s b , l n y j s ydim End V s y« b . By theŽ .ls1 l l l k L b
same reasoning as in lemma 5.6, we have the above formula.
Ž .5.8. LEMMA. In the Hall algebra H L , we ha¤e
& mu uŽ[ Žn yi .a .m l l lls1Ž Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyj [ [ i yj al l lls1
m n y jŽ .i n yi l ll l l« Ža .l &s ¤ u .Ž .Ł mŽ Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyj [ [ n yj ai y jž / l l lls1l lls1 Ž .« a l
Proof. Since there exists an exact sequence
m m
&0 “ ¤ [ n y j V “ n V “ V “ 0Ž .[ [Ž .l nyj l l a l a b1 lž /ls1 ls1
we obtain a long exact sequence
m
1 1??? “ Ext V , V “ Ext n V , VŽ . [L b a L l a at l tž /ls1
m
1 &“ Ext V [ n y j V , V “ 0.Ž .[Ž .L l nyj l l a al tž /ž /ls1
1Ž .&According to Lemma 5.4, we have Ext V , V s 0 for all 1 F t F m.L a tŽ .l nyj
1Ž Ž m Ž . . m Ž . .&Moreover Ext V [ [ i y j V , [ n y i V s 0. SoL l l a l l als1 ls1l lŽ .l nyj
& mu uŽ[ Žn yi .a .m l l lls1Ž Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyj [ [ i yj al l lls1
& &
m mmŽ . Ž . Ž . : Ž . Ž Ž . .²l nyj qÝ i yj a , [ n yi a l nyj [ [ n yj als 1 l l l l l l l l lls1 ls1&s ¤ g
m mŽ . Ž Ž . . Ž .l nyj [ [ i yj a , [ n yi al l l l l lls1 ls1
&
m= u .Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyj [ [ n yj al l lls1Ž
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² : &Since b , a s 0 for all 1 F l F m by Lemma 5.4 and dim Vl Ž .l nyj
Ž m Ž . . mq Ý n y j dim V q dim V s Ý n dim V , we obtainls1 l l a b ls1 l al l
m m&
² :l n y j q i y j a , n y i aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýl l l l l l
ls1 ls1
m m m
s j a y b q i y j a , n y i aŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýl l l l l l l l¦ ;ž /
ls1 ls1 ls1
m m
s i a , n y i aŽ .Ý Ýl l l l l¦ ;
ls1 ls1
m
s i n y i « a .Ž . Ž .Ý l l l l
ls1
Ž .&Because Hom V , V s 0 for all 1 F l F m, we claim thatL a l Ž .l nyj
& mm Ž[ Žn yj .a .Ž . Ž Ž . .l nyj [ [ n yj a l l lls1l l lls1&g s g m mm m [ Ž i yj .a , [ Žn yi .al l l l l lls1 ls1Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .l nyj [ [ i yj a , [ n yi al l l l l lls1 ls1
m mn y j n y jl l l ls s .Ł Łn y i i y jl l l lls1 ls1Ž . Ž .« a « al l
6. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS
Pro¤ing Propositions 3.2 and 3.3
By definition,
n , . . . , n1 m &
mn Ž .ŽÝ n ²a , b :. l nyi [[ i als 1 l l l lls1m &u u s ¤ g u ,Ý Ý mŽ[ n a . b n a , b ml ll lls1 [ Ž Ž . .l nyi [[ i als1 l lls1)i , . . . , i s01 m
&& mŽ .l nyi [[ i al lls1where ) means l n y i g P and g / 0. According to theŽ . m[ n a , bl lls1
homological formula in Lemma 4.3, we also know
& &
mŽ . Ž . Ž .l nyi [ [ i a l nyil lls1g s g m Ž .m n a , b n y i a , bl l l l l[[ ls1ls1
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&and V has a unique simple subobject which is isomorphic to V , sobŽ .l nyi&
Ž .l nyi
mg s 1. Therefore[ n a , bl lls1
n , . . . , n1 m
nŽÝ n ²a , b :.ls 1 l lm &u u s ¤ u .Ý ÝŽ[ n a . b ml lls1 Ž Ž . Ž ..l nyi [ [ i al lls1)i , . . . , i s01 m
Ž .For convenience, we abbreviate l n y j y i , . . . , n y j y i by1 1 1 m m m&
l n y j y i in the following. More generally, for 0 F j F n , . . . , 0 F jŽ . 1 1 m
F n , we havem
n yj , . . . , n yj1 1 m m
mŽÝ Žn yj .²a , b :.ls 1 l l lm &u u s ¤ u ,Ý ÝŽ[ Žn yj .a . b ml l lls1 Ž Ž . Ž ..l nyjyi [ [ i al lls1))i , . . . , i s01 m
&
where a , a , . . . , a , b and l n y j y i are the same as in Lemma 5.1,Ž .1 2 m &&
Ž .l nyjyiand )) means l n y j y i g P and g / 0. SinceŽ . m[ Žn yj yi .a , bl l l lls1
Ž . 1Ž .Hom V , V s 0 for any i / j, 1 F i, j F m, and Ext V , V s 0 forL a a L a ai j i j
any 1 F i, j F m, therefore
u u s u u , 1 F i , j F m.a a a ai j j i
Since any extension of the form
m m
X &0 “ j V “ V “ V [ j V “ 0[ [Ž .l a l nyjyi l al lž /ls1 ls1
is split, we have
& mu uŽ[ j a .m l lls1Ž Ž . Ž ..l nyjyi [ [ a lls1
& &
mm mŽ . : Ž . Ž Ž . .²l nyjyi qÝ , Ý j a l nyjyi [ [ i qj als 1 ls1 l l l l lls1&s ¤ g
m mŽ . Ž .l nyjyi [ [ i a , [ j al l l lls1 ls1
&
m= u .Ž . Ž Ž . .l nyjyi [ [ i qj al l lls1Ž
² : ² : ² :We know that b , a s b , a s ??? s b , a s 0, so1 2 m
m m&
l n y j y i q i a , j aŽ . Ý Ýl l l l¦ ;
ls1 ls1
m m
s b q n y j a , j aŽ .Ý Ýl l l l l¦ ;
ls1 ls1
m
² : ² :s j b , a q n y j j a , aŽ .Ž .Ý l l l l l l l
ls1
m
² :s n y j j a , a .Ž .Ý l l l l l
ls1
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From the homological formula in Lemma 4.3, we have
m& m m i q jl lŽ[ Ž i qj .a .l n y j y i [ [ i q j aŽ . Ž . l l ll l lŽ . ls 1ls 1& m mg s g s .m m Łl n y j y i [ [ i a , [ j a [ i a , [ j aŽ . l l l lŽ . l l l lls1 ls1 jls 1 ls1 lls1 Ž .« a l
So
m i q jŽ .j n yj l ll l l« Ža .lm&u u s ¤Ž .ŁŽ[ j a .m l lls1Ž Ž . Ž ..l nyjyi [ [ i a jž /l lls1 lls1 Ž .« a l
&
m= u .Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyjyi [ [ i qj al l lls1Ž
Moreover,
u m u u mŽ[ Žn yj .a . b Ž[ j a .l l l l lls1 ls1
n yj , . . . , n yj1 1 m m
mŽÝ Žn yj .²a , b :.ls 1 l l 1 m&s ¤ u uÝ Ý Ž[ j a .m l lls1Ž Ž . Ž ..l nyjyi [ [ i al lls1))i , . . . , i s01 m
n yjm l l i q jŽ .j n yj l ll l lŽn yj .²a , b : « Ža .l l l ls ¤ ¤Ž .Ł Ý jž /ž /lls1 Ž .i s0 « am l
&= uÝ mŽ Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyjyi [ [ i qj al l lls1))
n yjm l l i q jŽ . Ž . i jyn n yj qj n yj l ll ll l l l l l« Ža . « Ža .l ls ¤ ¤Ž . Ž .Ł Ý jž /ž /lls1 Ž .i s0 « al l
&= u ,Ý mŽ Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyjyi [ [ i qj al l lls1))
&&
l n y j y iŽ .
mwhere )) means l n y j y i g P and g / 0.Ž . n y j y i a , bŽ .[ l l l l
ls1
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let
n , . . . , n m1 m
n yjj l l« Ža . Žn yj . Žn yj . Ž j . Ž j .l l 1 1 m m m 1f s y1 ¤ u ??? u u u ??? u .Ž . Ž .Ý Ł a a b a a1 m m 1ž /ls1j , . . . , j s01 m
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Then by the above,
nm l
Ž .Ž . Ž .n yj n yj n yj y1 j j y1j l l l l l l l l« Ža . « Ža . « Ža .l l l lf s y1 ¤ ¤ ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ýž /ž /ls1 j s0l
= u ??? u u u ??? uŽn yj .a Žn yj .a b j a j a1 1 1 m m m m m 1 1
nm l
Ž .Ž . Ž .n yj n yj n yj y1 j j y1j l l l l l l l l« Ža . « Ža . « Ža .l l l ls y1 ¤ ¤ ¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ýž /ž /ls1 j s0l
= u m u u m[ Žn yj .a b [ j al l l l lls1 ls1
n n yjm l l l i q jŽ .j i qj y1 l lj l l l« Ža .l ls y1 ¤Ž . Ž .Ł Ý Ý jž /ž /lls1 Ž .j s0 i s0 « al l l
&= u ,Ý mŽ Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyjyi [ [ i qj al l lls1))
&&
Ž .l nyjyiwhere )) means l n y j y i g P and g / 0. The coeffi-Ž . m[ Žn yj yi .a , bl l l lls1
« Ža l . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .cient of ¤ is obtained by n y j q n y j n y j y 1 q j j y 1l l l l l l l l
Ž . Ž . Ž .y n n y j q j n y j q i j s j i q j y 1 for any 1 F l F m. Letl l l l l l l l l l l
t s i q j for 1 F l F m. Sincel l l
n n yj n tl l l l l
sÝ Ý Ý Ý
j s0 i s0 t s0 j s0l l l l
we have
n tm l l tŽ .j t y1 lj l l« Ža .l lf s y1 ¤Ž . Ž .Ł Ý Ý jž /ž /lls1 Ž .t s0 j s0 « al l l
= u m .Ý ŽlŽn yt , . . . , n yt .[Ž[ t a ..1 1 m m l lls1
))
Ž .According to 4.2 2 ,
tl tŽ .j t y1 lj l l« Ža .l ly1 ¤ s 0 for t ) 0Ž . Ž .Ý ljl Ž .j s0 « al l
and since V , V , we obtain f s u .lŽn , . . . , n . g g1 m
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By a completely similar proof, we have Proposition 3.3 which is dual to
Proposition 3.2.
Pro¤ing Propositions 3.5 and 3.6
Proof of Proposition 3.5. Let
m
Ž .Ž .r n yr n y1l l l l« Ž b . y« Ža .lf r , . . . , r s ¤ y1 ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł1 m ž /ls1
= d uŽn1yr 1. ??? uŽnmyr m. uŽ r1. ??? uŽ rm . .Ž .b a a a a1 m 1 m
We only need to prove
n , . . . , n1 m
u s f r , . . . , r .Ž .Ýtb 1 m
r , . . . , r s01 m
Ž t . Ž « Ža l .. tŽ ty1.By using the notion u s ¤ u , we havea tal l
m
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r y n yr n y1 q n yr n yr y1 qr r y1l l l l l l l l l l« Ž b . « Ža .lf r , . . . , r s ¤ y1 ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł1 m ž /ls1
= d u m u m .Ž .b Ž[ Žn yr .a . Ž[ r a .l l l l lls1 ls1
According to Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 5.8,
f r , . . . , rŽ .1 m
m
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r y n yr n y1 q n yr n yr y1 qr r y1l l l l l l l l l l« Ž b . « Ža .ls ¤ y1 ¤Ž . Ž .Łž /ls1
n yr , . . . , n yr1 1 m m
y« Ž b .
m&= ¤ u uÝ Ý Ž[ r a .m l lls1Ž Ž . Ž . .l nyj [ [ n yr yj al l l lls1j , . . . , j s0 @1 m
m
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r y n yr n y1 q n yr n yr y1 qr r y1l l l l l l l l l l« Ža .ls y1 ¤Ž . Ž .Łž /ls1
n yr , . . . , n yr m1 1 m m n y jŽ .n yr r l ll l l« Ža .l= ¤Ž .Ý Ý Ł n y r y jž /l l lls1 Ž .j , . . . , j s0 @ « a1 m 1
&
m= u ,Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyj [ [ n yj al l lls1Ž
& m[ j al lls1&where @ means l n y j g P and g / 0.Ž .
b , Ž .l nyj
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By using the equation
n y j n y jŽ .n yr yj rl l l ll l l l« Ža .ls ¤Ž .n y r y j n y r y jl l l l l lŽ . Ž .« a « al l
for all 1 F l F m, we obtain
n , . . . , n1 m
f r , . . . , rŽ .Ý 1 m
r , . . . , r s01 m
n , . . . , n n yr , . . . , n yr m1 m 1 1 m m
Ž .r n yj y1 rl l l l« Ža .ls y1 ¤Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Łž ls1r , . . . , r s0 j , . . . , j s01 m 1 m
n y jl l
=
n y r y j /l l l Ž .« a l
&= u .Ý mŽ Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyj [ [ n yj al l lls1@
But
n , . . . , n n yr , . . . , n yr n , . . . , n n yj , . . . , n yj1 m 1 1 m m 1 m 1 1 m m
s ,Ý Ý Ý Ý
r , . . . , r s0 j , . . . , j s0 j , . . . , j s0 r , . . . , r s01 m 1 m 1 m 1 m
so
n , . . . , n1 m
f r , . . . , rŽ .Ý 1 m
r , . . . , r s01 m
n , . . . , n n yj , . . . , n yj m1 m 1 1 m m
Ž .r n yj y1 rl l l l« Ža .ls y1 ¤Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Łž ls1j , . . . , j s0 r , . . . , r s01 m 1 m
n y jl l
=
n y r y j /l l l Ž .« a l
&= u .Ý mŽ Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyj [ [ n yj al l lls1@
Ž .By using the equation in 4.2 2 ,
n yjl l n y jŽ .r n yj y1 r l ll l l l« Ža .y1 ¤ s 0Ž . Ž .Ý n y r y jl l l Ž .r s0 « al l
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for any n y j ) 0, sol l
n , . . . , n1 m
f r , . . . , rŽ .Ý 1 m
r , . . . , r s01 m
s ulŽ0 , . . . , 0.
n , . . . , n n yjm1 m l l
Ž .r n yj y1 rl l l l« Ža .lq y1 ¤Ž . Ž .Ý Ł Ý žžž ls1j , . . . , j s0 r s01 m l
j q ??? qj Fn q ??? qn y11 m 1 m
n y jl l
=
n y r y j / / /l l l Ž .« a l
&= uÝ mŽ Ž . Ž Ž . ..l nyj [ [ n yj al l lls1@
s u s u .lŽ0 , . . . , 0. tb
By a completely similar proof, we have Proposition 3.6 which is dual to
the above.
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